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Abstract. The methods of direct gradient analysis and variation partitioning are the most widely
used frameworks to evaluate the contributions of species sorting to metacommunity structure. In
many cases, however, species are also driven by spatial processes that are independent of environmen-
tal heterogeneity (e.g., neutral dynamics). As such, spatial autocorrelation can occur independently in
both species (due to limited dispersal) and the environmental data, leading to spurious correlations
between species distributions and the spatialized (i.e., spatially autocorrelated) environment. In these
cases, the method of variation partitioning may present high Type I error rates (i.e., reject the null
hypothesis more often than the pre-established critical level) and inflated estimates regarding the envi-
ronmental component that is used to estimate the importance of species sorting. In this paper, we (1)
demonstrate that metacommunities driven by neutral dynamics (via limited dispersal) alone or in com-
bination with species sorting leads to inflated estimates and Type I error rates when testing for the
importance of species sorting; and (2) propose a general and flexible new variation partitioning proce-
dure to adjust for spurious contributions due to spatial autocorrelation from the environmental frac-
tion. We used simulated metacommunity data driven by pure neutral, pure species sorting, and mixed
(i.e., neutral + species sorting dynamics) processes to evaluate the performances of our new method-
ological framework. We also demonstrate the utility of the proposed framework with an empirical
plant dataset in which we show that half of the variation initially due to the environment by the stan-
dard variation partitioning framework was due to spurious correlations.

Key words: direct gradient analysis; environmental effect; limited dispersal; metacommunity ecology; Moran spectral
randomization; neutral dynamics; spatial autocorrelation; spatially constrained null model; variation partitioning.

INTRODUCTION

Determining which factors and processes underlie the vari-
ation in species compositions across local communities
within large landscapes is a focal question in ecology (Cotte-
nie 2005, Jones et al. 2008, Sharma et al. 2011, Wan et al.
2015). Among different frameworks for investigating the
mechanisms governing species distributions in space, meta-
community ecology focuses on how dispersal interacts with
local community assembly processes (e.g., niche preferences
and biotic interactions) in determining how and which spe-
cies are selected to compose local communities (Leibold et al.
2004). Species sorting via environmental filtering has been
long recognized as a key mechanism underlying metacommu-
nity structure in which variation in species compositions is
driven by differential species responses to environmental
heterogeneity among patches (Chase and Leibold 2003, Lei-
bold and Chase 2017). Notwithstanding, it is also widely
accepted that the spatial structure of metacommunities can
be also influenced by other processes such as patch dynamics,
mass-effect dynamics, neutral dynamics (Leibold et al. 2004),
among other processes (e.g., historical biogeography; Leibold
et al. 2010). Notably, neutral dynamics caused by stochastic
events such as death, birth and limited dispersal can lead to
spatial arrangements in the distribution of species within a

metacommunity that are as complex as the ones generated
by species sorting (Bell 2001, Hubbell 2001). Because both
mechanisms are likely to be important in many metacommu-
nities, a major challenge in contemporary ecology has been
to understand the relevance of species sorting to metacom-
munity structure that are beyond those expected under neu-
trality (Gravel et al. 2006, Paknia and Pfeiffer 2014).
Among the quantitative tools currently available to study

metacommunities, variation partitioning (hereafter referred
as to VP; Borcard et al. 1992, Peres-Neto et al. 2006) is the
only one often assumed to be able to distinguish between
species sorting and neutral dynamics (Gilbert and Lechow-
icz 2004, Cottenie 2005, Chang et al. 2013, Paknia and
Pfeiffer 2014, Arellano et al. 2016). VP is a widely used
quantitative framework in community ecology (i.e., more
than 3,000 WoS citations for Borcard et al. 1992 and Peres-
Neto et al. 2006) that allows decomposing the variation in
species composition (or abundance) across local communi-
ties (i.e., beta-diversity) into the amount of variation
explained by environmental (fraction [ab]) and spatial com-
ponents (fraction [bc]). Independent contributions are also
estimated and represent: non-spatially structured environ-
mental variation (fraction [a]), pure spatial variation (frac-
tion [c]), spatialized (i.e., spatially autocorrelated) variation
of the environment (fraction [b]), and non-explained and
non-spatialized residual variation (fraction [d]) (Fig. 1).
Pure spatial variation (fraction [c]) cannot be directly linked

to a unique process as it may be due to stochastic neutral
dynamics via dispersal limitation, missing spatialized
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environmental predictors influencing species sorting and/or
other types of spatial dynamics (e.g., biotic interactions).
Additionally, spatialized-environmental variation (fraction
[b]) may not necessarily represent the contribution of spatial-
ized environment to species sorting given that fraction [b] can
be inflated by spurious correlations between spatialized (mea-
sured) environmental variables and spatial variation in species
distributions due to spatial processes such as neutral dynam-
ics (Smith and Lundholm 2010, Fig. 1A, C). As such, VP can
in principle only estimate the importance of species sorting by
analyzing and testing its non-spatialized environmental con-
tribution (fraction [a]; Peres-Neto and Legendre 2010, Logue
et al. 2011). Ideally, however, one should estimate the contri-
bution of the total environmental variation (i.e., fraction [ab])
containing both its non-spatial (fraction [a]) and spatial (frac-
tion [b]) components (Fig. 1). This would allow to adjust the
estimates of the environmental contribution and, in many
cases, increase the power of detection of species sorting given
that fraction [ab] is greater than fraction [a] alone. To do that,
however, one needs to separate the variation in fraction [b]
that is due to the spatialized measured environment and the
variation due to neutral dynamics (Fig. 1A, C).
Although not often acknowledged, estimating the contri-

bution of species sorting over neutral dynamics parallels the
issues of statistical estimation and testing for species-environ-
mental associations (Peres-Neto and Legendre 2010, Dray
et al. 2012). Spatial autocorrelation in species distributions
and their environments is extremely common (Houlahan

et al. 2007) and poses a challenge in statistical testing and
estimation because it violates the assumption of data inde-
pendence (Legendre 1993). VP and canonical analyses such
as Redundancy Analysis and Canonical Correspondence
Analysis (see Legendre and Legendre 2012 for a review) are
regression-based models (Peres-Neto et al. 2006) whose esti-
mates and tests are known to be affected by spatial autocor-
relation (Dormann et al. 2007). Direct gradient analyses are
a commonly used quantitative framework in ecology that are
based on canonical analyses but do not consider spatialized
variation. Statistical testing in direct gradient analyses is
based on testing fraction [ab] and, as such, they need appro-
priate solutions to separate the environmental from neutral
contributions. This latter issue has escaped the attention of
ecologists who use direct gradient analysis to describe and
test for the importance of environmental variation on species
distributions. Finally, performing VP with both environmen-
tal and spatial predictors to estimate and test for species sort-
ing (i.e., environmental contribution to species distributions,
fraction [ab]) fails to control for biases due to spatial auto-
correlation (Gilbert and Bennett 2010, Peres-Neto and
Legendre 2010, Smith and Lundholm 2010). Given that VP
have become the de facto framework to describe and assess
the importance of species sorting, robust solutions to the
potential biases generated by the spatial structure in species
distributions and their environments need to be developed.
The goal of this paper is to provide a synthesis of the

issues and implications of spatial autocorrelation in

FIG. 1. Objective of the study: adjusting for spurious correlation in variation partitioning due to neutral dynamics. (A) The effects of
spurious correlation on variation partitioning on metacommunities driven by neutral dynamics, leading to inflated fraction [b] (and [ab] as a
consequence) but not [a]; (B) The effects of our procedure on variation partitioning on metacommunities driven by neutral dynamics in
which only a spatial effect (fraction [c]) should be expected; (C) The effects of spurious correlation on variation partitioning on metacommu-
nities driven by neutral dynamics and species sorting, leading to inflated fraction [b] (and [ab] as a consequence) but not [a]; (D) The effects
of our procedure on variation partitioning on metacommunities driven by neutral dynamics and species sorting, leading to a reduced frac-
tion [b] (and [ab] as a consequence). Note that the spatial fraction [bc] does not change as a function of our procedure, but fraction [c]
increases given that fraction [b] decreases. (A–D) [a] non-spatially structured environmental variationt; [b] spatialized environmental varia-
tion; [c] pure spatial variation; and [d] non-spatialized residual variation.
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community and metacommunity analyses as well as a solu-
tion to address current challenges when distinguishing
between neutral dynamics and species sorting. More specifi-
cally we: (1) demonstrate via simulations the conditions in
which spatial autocorrelation biases direct gradient analyses
(i.e., canonical analyses) and VP in estimating and testing
for the importance of species sorting in metacommunities;
and (2) derive new estimates and statistical tests for assess-
ing the role of species sorting in structuring species distribu-
tions and beta-diversity patterns. Finally, we demonstrate
the utility of the proposed framework in an empirical plant
data set in which we show that half of the variation initially
due to the environment using the standard variation parti-
tioning framework was due to spurious correlations.
In this study, we chose to use neutral dynamics as the

source of spatial autocorrelation in species distributions and
bias in canonical analysis given that neutrality has been the
focus of much research regarding the mechanisms underly-
ing the structure of metacommunities. Note, however, that
our framework is able to deal with any mechanism generat-
ing spatial autocorrelation and thus tackle other sources of
biases while testing and estimating the importance of species
sorting in ecological communities.

METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

Variation partitioning

Variation partitioning (Borcard et al. 1992) is used in
metacommunity studies to decompose the total variation of
a species distribution matrix Y (communities by species;
abundance or presence-absence data) into four fractions of
variation: [a] unique variation in Y explained by the environ-
ment, [c] unique variation due to space, [b] shared variation
between environment and space, and [d] non-explained
(residual) variation. The approach is based on three separate
sets of multi-response multivariate linear regressions with
the response matrix Y (i.e., sites by species matrix) (Peres-
Neto et al. 2006): (1) a regression of Y on a matrix X con-
taining environmental predictors to estimate [ab]; (2) a
regression of Y on a matrix W of spatial predictors to esti-
mate [bc]; (3) a regression of Y on both X and W (all col-
umns in X and W are used together as predictors) to
estimate the total amount of variation explained by space
and environment together (fraction [abc]). All fractions are
then obtained via subtractions ([a] = [abc] � [bc];
[c] = [abc] � [ab]; [b] = [abc] � [a] � [c]; [d] = 1 � [abc]).
Further computational details can be found in Peres-Neto
et al. (2006). Note that decomposing a species distribution
matrix Y is equivalent to decomposing a beta-diversity
matrix (community by community) into its environmental
and spatial components (Legendre et al. 2005) and, as such,
the issues discussed here also apply to the analysis of beta-
diversity. The matrix W (sites by spatial predictors) can, in
principle, contain the geographical coordinates of sites,
trend surface polynomials performed on these coordinates
or spatial eigenvectors (Dray et al. 2012). However, geo-
graphical coordinates (simple or their polynomials) are only
able to deal with simple large-scale spatial patterns whereas
spatial eigenvectors are capable to model complex spatial
structures occurring at both large and very fine scales

(Griffith and Peres-Neto 2006). As such, in this study we use
Moran’s Eigenvector Maps (MEM; Dray et al. 2006) to
compose the spatial matrix W which are routinely used in
VP and known to be an efficient set of predictors to model
simple and complex spatial patterns at multiple scales.
Fractions of variation are coefficients of determination

(i.e., R2) and need to be adjusted to account for the number
of predictors as shown in Peres-Neto et al. (2006). Adjust-
ments to correct for inflated variation explained in Y due to
irrelevant predictors is standard in multiple regression anal-
ysis (Ezekiel 1929) and as such also apply to canonical anal-
ysis and VP (Peres-Neto et al. 2006) which are simple
extensions of multiple regressions. For instance, in the case
of fraction [ab], the adjusted canonical coefficient of deter-
mination ~R2

½ab� is defined as:

~R2
½ab� ¼ 1� n� 1

n� p� 1
ð1� R2

½ab�Þ (1)

where n is the number of sites (i.e., communities), p is the
number of environmental predictors in X, and R2

½ab� is the
coefficient of determination calculated on the basis of a mul-
ti-response multiple regression of species table Yon the envi-
ronmental matrix X only. The same adjustments are
performed on fractions [bc] (spatial) and [abc] (spatial and
environmental combined) using the appropriate degrees of
freedom involved prior to calculating unique and shared
fractions via subtraction as detailed above.
The significance of fractions is estimated by a randomiza-

tion test where the rows (i.e., sites) of the predictors (X, W
or XW) are permuted and appropriate F-statistics related to
each fraction are calculated (Legendre and Legendre 2012).
Note that in the case of a simple canonical analysis without
a spatial matrix (i.e., direct gradient analysis), only fraction
[ab] is tested. In the case of the environmental fraction R2

½ab�
the null hypothesis H0 is “the absence of species-environ-
ment relationships” (i.e., species sorting is not important).
Under this null hypothesis, the expected value of the unad-
justed coefficient of determination is EðR2

½ab�jH0Þ ¼ p=n� 1
(Ezekiel 1929, Peres-Neto et al. 2006) so that, after some
mathematical manipulations, the adjusted value (Eq. 1)
becomes (Peres-Neto et al. 2006):

~R2
½ab� ¼ 1� 1

1� p
n�1

ð1� R2
½ab�Þ (2)

and therefore:

~R2
½ab� ¼ 1� 1

1� EðR2
½ab�jH0Þ

ð1� R2
½ab�Þ (3)

As such, the expected value under the null hypothesis of
no relationship between species distributions and the (mea-
sured) environment Eð~R2

½ab�jH0Þ ¼ 0. However, when species

and environmental factors are independent but both spa-
tially autocorrelated, R2

½ab� becomes inflated under the null

hypotheses so that Eð~R2
½ab�jH0Þ[ 0. This was shown by

Smith and Lundholm (2010) using neutral dynamics to
impose spatial autocorrelation on species distributions and
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estimating ~R2
½ab� based on autocorrelated environments.

Moreover, when X and Y are autocorrelated but not associ-
ated, permutation tests used in canonical analysis (i.e., direct
gradient analysis) to test for ~R2

½ab� are also biased, having a
rejection rate that is larger than the pre-established nominal
significance level alpha (i.e., inflated Type I error rates;
Peres-Neto and Legendre 2010). Here, we propose a new
framework to estimate EðR2

½ab�jH0Þ, leading to an adjusted
estimator and a valid statistical test for assessing the impor-
tance of species sorting on metacommunity dynamics that
would be otherwise biased by spatial autocorrelation.

A spatially-constrained null model to estimate and remove
biases due to spurious environmental effects

Similarly to Chase and Myers (2011), our approach is
based on the development of a constrained null model to
study the environmental contribution (i.e., fraction [ab]) in
the face of the stochasticity induced by neutral dynamics
(via limited dispersal). To do so, here we adapt a method
recently proposed by Wagner and Dray (2015), namely the
Moran Spectral Randomization (MSR) that allows generat-
ing random replicates of a data matrix while keeping its
original inter-correlations and spatial structures (i.e., spa-
tially-constrained randomization) to produce unbiased
model fit estimates and statistical tests in the context of
direct gradient analysis (i.e., canonical analysis) and VP. As
such, MSRwas used to produce a spatially constrained null
model in which H0–MSR is best described as “the absence of
species-environment relationships given the spatial structure
of the environmental variables”. In addition to conserving
the original spatial autocorrelation in the environmental
predictors, MSR also preserves the original correlation
structure of the environment, a property important to assure
that randomization tests with multiple predictors have cor-
rect Type I error rates even when predictors are non-spa-
tially autocorrelated (Peres-Neto et al. 2006). Note that, if
environmental predictors are not spatially structured, the
resulting replicate is also random in respect to space. The
MSRwas used to generate replicates of randomized environ-
mental matrices X that were independent of the species dis-
tribution matrix Y (in this study we used nMSR = 1,000
replicates).
For every randomized environmental matrix (XMSR repli-

cate), a VP for Y on XMSR and W (spatial predictors based
on MEMs) was produced and corresponding fractions calcu-
lated. These computations were repeated for each XMSR repli-
cate so that the expected distribution of R2

½ab� under H0–MSR

was produced. As such, our spatially-constrained randomiza-
tion procedure allows estimating the statistical distribution
of the R2

½ab� values expected under pure spurious species-
environment relationships for a given species data matrix Y.
The estimated expected value under the null hypothesis
EðR2

½ab�jH0�MSRÞ is then simply the average of the nMSR ran-
dom replicates of R2

½ab�. Consequently, the estimated expected
value of the coefficient of determination adjusted for spuri-
ous correlations is simply:

~R2
½ab�MSR ¼ 1� 1

1� EðR2
½ab�jH0�MSRÞ

ð1� R2
½ab�Þ (4)

Likewise, fractions [a] and [b] are adjusted as follows:

~R2
½b�MSR ¼ 1� 1

1� EðR2
½b�jH0�MSRÞ

ð1� R2
½b�Þ (5)

~R2
½a�MSR ¼ ~R2

½ab�MSR � ~R2
½b�MSR (6)

where EðR2
½b�jH0�MSRÞ is the mean of the nMSR random

replicates of R2
½b�. Detailed calculations to obtain fractions

[bc], [abc], [c] and [d] using the MSR-based new VP proce-
dure follow similar implementations and are shown in
Appendix S1.
Fig. 1 represents a summary of the issues related to spuri-

ous autocorrelation and how our framework adjusts for
them. In metacommunities driven solely by neutral dynam-
ics, the total environmental contribution (fraction [ab]) is
inflated because spurious correlations generated by indepen-
dent spatial autocorrelation in environmental factors and
species distributions inflate fraction [b] (Fig. 1A; see Results
section for simulations demonstrating this issue). In these
cases, our proposed MSR-based VP is expected to generate
an unbiased estimation of fraction [b] (and thus [ab]) as zero
(Fig. 1B). In metacommunities driven by both species sort-
ing and neutral dynamics, fraction [b] and, as consequence,
fraction [ab] are inflated due to the species dynamics driven
by neutral dynamics (Fig. 1C). In these cases, our MSR-
based spatially constrained null model adjusts for this spuri-
ous contribution in the total environmental fraction [ab] by
reducing fraction [b] to the contribution of the spatially
structured environment to species distributions independent
on spatial autocorrelation (Fig. 1D).

Simulation study

We designed a simulation study to (1) describe how spatial
autocorrelation affects the ability of direct gradient analysis
(i.e., canonical analysis) and VP to disentangle the effects of
species sorting and neutrality; (2) demonstrate the perfor-
mance of our environmental spatially constrained approach
(i.e., MSR-based VP) to generate an unbiased test for assess-
ing the importance of species sorting over neutral dynamics.
Traditionally, spatial predictors are selected via a forward
model selection to compose the spatial matrix W in VP
(Blanchet et al. 2008, Smith and Lundholm 2010). Peres-
Neto and Legendre (2010), however, showed that selected
MEM subsets do not successfully remove spatial autocorre-
lation from model residuals, leading to inflated estimation
and type I error rates of fraction [a] (i.e., species sorting).
That is why, here, we used all positively spatially autocorre-
lated MEMs.

Metacommunities simulations

We used a dynamic spatially explicit individual-based model
originally developed by Bell (2000, 2003, 2005) and imple-
mented by Smith and Lundholm (2010). We modified the ini-
tial model to simulate the spatial distributions of S = 50
species on a M 9 M torus (M = 15) where each cell (patch)
represented a local community (n = 225 local communities).
We first simulated metacommunities solely composed of 50
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generalist species (i.e., a form of neutrality in which all indi-
viduals have the same fitness) where the survival probabilities
of all individuals were equal and independent of the environ-
mental conditions in a particular patch. We then simulated
metacommunities composed of 50 specialist species (i.e., here
driven by species sorting dynamics) in which the survival
probability of an individual was a function of the difference
between its species niche optima and the local environmental
conditions. A third type of metacommunity was composed
by a mix of 25 species structured by neutral dynamics and
25 species structured by environmental sorting (mixed meta-
community).
Simulations to generate a single metacommunity were run

for 5,000 generations to meet population equilibrium with-
out incurring major species extinctions. For each type of
dynamics (i.e., neutral, species sorting, and mixed), 1,000
metacommunities were generated. Simulations details are
provided in Appendix S2.

Environment

In all simulations, we used 5 spatialized (i.e., spatially-
autocorrelated) environmental variables that were generated
following Dray (2011) in which an autoregressive model
with parameter q varying between 0 (no spatial structure)
and 0.8 (strong positive autocorrelation) was used to gener-
ate each variable independently. In the case of neutral
dynamics only, we also considered an environmental matrix
X containing 10 and 20 variables generated with a strong
autocorrelation (q = 0.8).
Values of all environmental variables were kept constant

through time within any given local community (i.e., cell).

Statistical analysis

Spatial predictors in table W were generated using Mor-
an’s Eigenvector Maps (MEM; Dray et al. 2006) of a spatial
weighting defined by a “Queen’s neighborhood” (i.e., 8 clos-
est patches). Species matrices were Hellinger transformed
prior to VP as it generates unbiased estimates of fractions
for abundance data (Peres-Neto et al. 2006).
As noted in the Introduction, VP can, in principle, only

estimate the importance of species sorting. As such, here we
reported results only regarding the environmental fraction:
(1) estimations of fractions [ab] (environmental + spatial),
[a] (environmental variation independent of space) and [b]
(spatialized environmental fraction); and (2) rejection rates
for significance tests of fractions [ab] and [a]; note that frac-
tion [b] is not testable under current statistical implementa-
tions. Type I error rates corresponded to the number of
cases where the null hypothesis (i.e., no association between
species distributions and the environment) was detected as
false although true (i.e., under neutral dynamics only)
divided by the total number of tests (i.e., 1,000 metacommu-
nities). For the two other scenarios (species sorting meta-
communities and mixed metacommunities), rejection of the
null hypothesis corresponded to the estimation of statistical
power as, in these cases, environment acted as a real driver
of species distributions (i.e., species sorting was important).
Significance tests were based on 999 randomizations and a
significance level (alpha) of 0.05 was used in all tests.

All statistical analyses and simulations were performed
with R 3.2.2 (R Core Team 2016). R function for the appli-
cation of the new VP procedure using MSR as a spatially-
constrained null model is available in packages ade4 (Dray
and Dufour 2007) and adespatial. An example of the new
variation partitioning procedure (and related R code) on an
empirical vegetation dataset is provided in Appendix S6.

RESULTS

The results based on metacommunities driven by neutral
dynamics highlight the issue of how spatial autocorrelation
impacts the estimation of fractions and associated hypothe-
ses testing (Fig. 2 left panel). The total contribution of envi-
ronment (fraction [ab]) becomes greater than the expected
(zero) and it increases with the number of autocorrelated
environmental variables used to assess the importance of
species sorting (Fig. 2A). Type I error rates for fraction [ab]
are extremely high leading to non-valid tests, implying
strong species sorting for neutrally generated metacommuni-
ties. Notably, although the spatial predictors generate appro-
priate estimates and Type I error rates for the pure
environmental contribution (fraction [a]; Fig. 2B), VP based
on these predictors lead to inflated estimates of the spatial
component of the environment (fraction [b]; Fig. 2C),
explaining why fraction [ab] (but not [a]) is biased under
neutral dynamics. Our spatially-constrained null model
framework completely removes the biases in estimation due
to spatial autocorrelation in fraction [b] and [ab] (and asso-
ciated statistical testing of fraction [ab]), leaving fraction [a]
as expected, i.e., zero (Fig. 2D–F). The results presented so
far were based on high levels of spatial autocorrelation in
the environment (q = 0.8). Using a lower level of autocorre-
lation (q = 0.4), estimates of fractions [ab] and [b] were also
biased (Fig. 3A–C; Appendix S3: Tables S1–S3) though (as
expected) relatively closer to zero in contrast to estimates
based on high levels of spatial autocorrelation (q = 0.8).
Note, however, that Type I error rates for fraction [ab] were
equally high for both levels of spatial autocorrelation. As
for high levels of spatial autocorrelation (Fig. 2), our spa-
tially-constrained null model also led to adjusted estimates
and Type I error rates for lower levels of autocorrelation for
all fractions (Fig. 3D–F; Appendix S3: Tables S1–S3).
The simulations and results based on metacommunities

solely driven by species sorting demonstrated that our spa-
tially constrained null model tends to only slightly reduce
fraction estimates by about less than 0.1% in most cases
(Fig. 3J–L; Appendix S3) when compared to unadjusted
results (Fig. 3G–I; Appendix S3: Tables S1–S3). Note, how-
ever, that statistical power is the same between unadjusted
and adjusted versions.
For the case of mixed metacommunities, where some spe-

cies are driven by neutral dynamics and others by species
sorting, our spatially constrained null model produces esti-
mates for fractions [ab] and [b] that are smaller (Fig. 4D–F;
Appendix S3: Tables S1–S3) in contrast to the non-adjusted
(biased) estimates (Fig. 4A–C; Appendix S3: Tables S1–S3),
particularly in the cases of high spatial autocorrelation
(q = 0.8). This reduction is obviously a result of the fact that
the relationship between some species and their environ-
ments are spurious. As such, our procedure is also relevant
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FIG. 2. Results of variation partitioning fractions [ab], [a] and [b] for neutral metacommunities as a function of the number of environ-
mental variables. (A–C) observed ~R2 of fractions [ab], [a], and [b] (~R2

½ab�; ~R
2
½a�; ~R

2
½b� respectively) and their associated Type I error rates. (D–F)

adjusted ~R2 of fractions [ab], [a], and [b], respectively, (~R2
½ab�MSR; ~R

2
½a�MSR; ~R

2
½b�MSR) and their respective Type I error rates; (A–F) Note that

fraction [b] cannot be tested and as a result Type I errors are not estimated. All fractions ~R2 are reported with boxes representing the 25, 50
and 75 quartiles, the lower whisker is the first quartile minus 1.5 times the interquartile range, and the upper whisker is the third quartile
plus 1.5 times the interquartile range. Extreme values (i.e., exceeding the whiskers) are plotted. Environment presents successively 5, 10 and
20 environmental variables whose spatial autocorrelation is fixed to q = 0.8. Dashed grey line (at zero) corresponds to the expected ~R2.
Ordinates are scales from 0 to 0.3 to facilitate comparisons with Figs. 3 (left panel), 4.
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when metacommunities are structured by mixes of processes
(i.e., neutral and species sorting).
Applied to an empirical dataset, our new procedure

allowed to substantially reduce estimates of fractions [ab]
and [b] as [b] was reduced from 0.12 to 0.060 (Appendix S6:
Table S1), thus adjusting for the effect of spatial autocorre-
lation on both species distributions and environmental data.
This result demonstrates that the original total environmen-
tal fraction [ab], which contains fraction [b], was heavily dri-
ven by spurious spatial autocorrelations in these data.

DISCUSSION

The goal of this paper was twofold: (1) identify and sum-
marize the issues regarding how the importance of species
sorting is artificially inflated by neutral dynamics if spatial
autocorrelation is not accounted for; and (2) propose a gen-
eral and flexible procedure based on a spatially constrained
null model to tackle these issues regarding parameter estima-
tion (fractions) and inference (hypothesis testing). We cen-
tered on direct gradient analysis and VP because they are the

most used quantitative frameworks to infer species sorting in
community ecology (Cottenie 2005, Soininen 2016, Leibold
and Chase 2017), though our framework is general and rela-
tively simple enough to be imbedded in any type of analysis
(e.g., null models of species distributions, trait and phyloge-
netic community analysis, analyses of beta-diversity patterns).
VP applied to neutral metacommunities showed increasing

inflations of fraction [ab] (~R2
½ab�) and associated Type I error

rates as environmental spatial autocorrelation increases. In
particular, Type I error rates became extremely high (equal to
one) for a strong spatial autocorrelation in environmental
features, thus systematically detecting a significant species
sorting contribution when in fact there was none. Bias in esti-
mation and inflation of Type I error rates rapidly increased
with the number of environmental variables and can be easily
explained by the fact that increasing the number of predictors
provides greater chance to obtain spurious correlations
between environment and species distribution data. It is now
well recognized in ecology that when model residuals are spa-
tially autocorrelated (i.e., when the model does not fully
account for the spatial variation in the response Y; Dormann

FIG. 3. Results of variation partitioning fractions [ab], [a] and [b] for metacommunities structured by neutral dynamics and species sorting.
Left panel: results for neutral metacommunities. (A–C) estimation of total environmental contribution (fraction [ab]; ~R2

½ab�), non-spatialized
(fraction [a]; ~R2

½a�), spatialized (fraction [b]; ~R2
½b�), and their respective Type I error rates; (D–F) Estimates for adjusted fractions [ab] (~R2

½ab�MSR),

[a] (~R2
½a�MSR), and [b] (~R2

½b�MSR) and their respective Type I error rates. Note that fraction [b] cannot be tested and as a result Type I errors are
not estimated. Dashed grey line (at zero) corresponds to the expected variation explained for neutral metacommunities. Right panel: results for
metacommunities structured solely by species sorting; order of figures are the same as for the left panel. (A–L) Boxplot specifics are explained
in the legend of Fig. 2. Ordinates are scaled from 0 to 0.3 to facilitate comparisons with Figs. 3 (left panel), 2, 4.
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FIG. 4. Results of variation partitioning fractions [ab], [a] and [b] for mixed metacommunities. (A–C) observed estimates of fractions
[ab] (~R2

½ab�), [a] (~R
2
½a�) and [b] (~R2

½b�), and their respective power as a function of different levels of spatial autocorrelation in environmental

variables. (D–F) Estimates for adjusted fractions [ab] (~R2
½ab�MSR), [a] (~R

2
½a�MSR), and [b] (~R2

½b�MSR) to account for spatial autocorrelation. (A–F)
Boxplot specifics are explained in the legend of Fig. 2. Ordinates are scaled from 0 to 0.3 to facilitate comparisons with Figs. 3 (left panel),
2.
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et al. 2007, Dray et al. 2012) model slope estimates have
much greater uncertainty (large confidence intervals) than
expected under the assumption of residual independence.
Although slopes are not biased per se (i.e., their average
across sampling values equals the true population value; Dor-
mann et al. 2007), their distribution is wider so that large
slope values (positive and negative) will contribute to increase
R2 (i.e., fraction) values (adjusted or not), leading to inflated
fraction [ab]. This is clearly the reason why under neutral
dynamics, species sorting is detected when using only fraction
[ab]. Note that studies only carrying out direct gradient anal-
ysis (i.e., canonical analysis) without considering VP need to
be also aware of this issue and adjust estimates and tests
accordingly using an appropriate spatially constrained such
as the one developed here.
The main contribution of the present study is that we

determined a way to consider spatial autocorrelation when
testing for species sorting. As such, we propose new esti-
mates of the environmental contribution (species sorting)
via an adjustment to fraction [ab] instead as previous studies
that only considered fraction [a] as a test of species sorting
given that the assumption was that the entire fraction [b]
had to be foregone because one could not separate the
effects of spurious correlation from the spatial structure of
the environment. Moreover, we expect, in many cases, our
procedure will increase the statistical power for detecting
species sorting given that fraction [ab] is greater than frac-
tion [a] alone. Note that for communities structured by neu-
tral dynamics only, even though the expected value of
fraction [ab] (~R2

½ab�) was properly estimated (i.e., average
value equal to zero), its variance increased slightly with the
level of environmental spatial autocorrelation. Given that
this increase of variance was also present for the initial value
of fraction [ab] (~R2

½ab�) for communities generated solely by
neutral dynamics and was absent from the others scenarios
considered in this study (i.e., species sorting and mixed), it
indicates that this issue is not linked to our new procedure
but rather to the fact that increased spatial autocorrelation
leads to great uncertainty (variance) in parameter estimates
(model slopes; Dormann et al. 2007). This issue deserves
further attention in future studies.
In this study, we developed a method and articulated a

rationale in which fraction [ab] (and not fraction [a] alone)
should be interpreted as the total (spatial and non-spatial)
environmental contribution to species distributions (and
related patterns such as beta-diversity). This is because our
method separates the spatialized (i.e., spatially-autocorre-
lated) contribution of the environment (fraction [b]) that is
due to spurious correlations from the contributions of the
environment to species sorting. We did not consider the
issues of estimating the spatial fractions ([bc] and [c]) given
that spatial variation cannot be directly linked to a unique
process and may be due to stochastic neutral dynamics via
dispersal limitation, missing spatialized environmental pre-
dictors influencing species sorting and/or other types of spa-
tial dynamics (e.g., biotic interactions). Note, however, that
our framework needs to consider a spatial component (ma-
trix W containing MEMs). Because most studies that uses
VP apply a model selection (usually forward selection; e.g.,
Gilbert and Bennett 2010, Smith and Lundholm 2010) to
reduce the number of spatial predictors and increase the

statistical power of detecting a significant fraction [a] (i.e.,
non- spatialized environmental contribution) and now frac-
tion [ab] as per our study, we felt important to further discuss
this issue here. In the original VP procedure, although esti-
mates of fraction [a] are not biased under neutral dynamics
(i.e., average values are zero; Figs. 2B, 3B) with
(Appendix S4: Fig. S1B; Smith and Lundholm 2010) or with-
out selection of spatial predictors (our study; Figs. 2B, 3B;
Appendix S4: Fig. S1E), tests of fraction [a] have inflated
Type I errors under neutral dynamics when subsets (i.e.,
selected) of spatial predictors are used (Appendix S4:
Fig. S1B; Peres-Neto and Legendre 2010). This is related to
the fact that variance of fraction [a] (as for fraction [ab]) is
inflated under neutral dynamics leading to inflated Type I
errors and, as such, a number of fraction [a] estimates are
higher (due to the high variance issue as discussed above)
than fraction [a] estimates from communities that are driven
by species sorting, leading to inflated Type I error rates. This
issue, however, is corrected by our framework in which both
estimates and Type I error rates of fractions [a] and [b] (and
[ab] as a consequence) are adjusted with and without forward
selection for the spatial predictors (Appendix S4: Fig. S1G–
I).
A novel finding in the present study is that estimates of

fraction [b] under neutral dynamics are the ones inflated
(Figs. 2C, 3C) even when all spatial predictors are used,
leading to an inflation of fraction [ab]. Note that our spa-
tially-constrained null model fully accounts for this bias
(Figs. 2F, 3F). Given these results, we can now establish that
fraction [b] has four origins:

1. Spatial structure of the measured environment;
2. Spatial structure of unmeasured spatialized environmen-

tal variables that influence species distributions and that
are partially correlated with the measured environment;

3. Dispersal dynamics that track measured and/or unmea-
sured environmental variables (i.e., non-neutral). In other
words, species can track suitable environments through
dispersal (i.e., environmental tracking; Gr€onroos et al.
2013, Gianuca et al. 2017, Hill et al. 2017). As species
are not considered equivalent in species sorting dynam-
ics, even if they can reach many different environments
through dispersal, they will only persist in those environ-
ments that are well suited. In our simulation model, this
corresponds to the birth and death rate (weighted by sur-
vival probability and environmental selection) which
determine if species establishment succeeds (i.e., species
survive and reproduce in the community) or fails (i.e.,
species do not reproduce and die just after arriving in the
community);

4. Dispersal dynamics via neutral dynamics (i.e., indepen-
dent of environmental variation).

Therefore, our spatially constrained null model allows
separating the contributions of spatially structured species
sorting via environment (origins 1–3) in contrast to what is
expected under neutral dynamics (4th origin; i.e., fraction
[b] due to spurious relationships between autocorrelated
species and environmental features, Appendix S3). Note,
however, that our model cannot separate between origins 1
and 3. As discussed above, this separation allows to use
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fraction [ab] and not only [a] to estimate and test for species
sorting.
As species-environment relationships were defined as con-

stant in our simulations, the increase of fraction [ab] (~R2
½ab�)

as a function of increased levels of environmental spatial
autocorrelation (Fig. 3G, J) in the case of species-sorting
metacommunities can appear somewhat counter-intuitive.
One could indeed expect fraction [ab] to be also constant
across different levels of spatial autocorrelation of the envi-
ronment. This result can be easily explained by the interac-
tion between the spatial structure of the environment and
dispersal (3rd origin of fraction [b]; i.e., dispersal dynamics
tracking environmental features). Given that dispersal limi-
tation was kept fixed across all simulation scenarios, as the
spatial autocorrelation of the environment increases, the
probability of finding suitable environments increases as
well, leading to greater variation explained by the environ-
ment (i.e., fraction [ab]). Note that our spatially-constrained
null model does not affect this pattern because this increase
is truly related to species sorting (i.e., not induced via spuri-
ous correlation due to spatial autocorrelation).
The environmental fraction [ab] (~R2

½ab�) for mixed meta-
communities was reduced by our framework (Appendix S3:
Tables S2, S3). This can be explained by species undergoing
neutral dynamics that inflates fraction [b] by adding the
unwanted 4th origin (i.e., dispersal without species sorting;
Appendix S5: Fig. S1). Our spatially constrained null model
was able to estimate the spurious contributions in fraction
[b] (Appendix S3) and produce adjusted estimates of the
environmental contribution.
In this study, we demonstrated that the environmental

contribution (fraction [ab]) in direct gradient analysis and
VP could be strongly inflated in the case of spatially auto-
correlated environment. As spatial autocorrelation is inher-
ent to environmental predictors and given that both latter
frameworks are extremely used in ecology to estimate envi-
ronmental effect (Soininen 2014), it is most likely that the
role of species sorting has been overemphasized in recent
ecological studies. Our MSR-based VP produces adjusted
estimates of the VP fractions that would be otherwise
inflated by spatial autocorrelation. As such, it allows for a
better evaluation of the importance of species sorting shap-
ing beta diversity. More importantly, our new framework
allows ecologists to revise their previous results without col-
lecting new data.
Our study highlights the need for more sophisticated null

models than those furnished by standard permutation pro-
cedures. Constrained null models offer a nice framework to
consider the properties of the ecological data, allowing test-
ing for more complex ecological hypotheses than the usual
full random hypothesis. Consequently, they are promising
tools to disentangle processes underlying metacommunity
and community structure (Buschke et al. 2015, Mori et al.
2015, Brown et al. 2016).
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